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Freedom to create.
How the oldest artist residency program in the country  
brought its image into the 21st century.



CELEBRATING 100 YEARS
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In 2007 The MacDowell Colony marked its centennial as the country’s first artist residency program. Since its
founding MacDowell has awarded thousands of Fellowships, ranging from two weeks to two months, to artists
of exceptional talent. Many Colony Fellows have become pivotal figures in American culture, their works among 
our treasured icons.*

To help commemorate this milestone and underscore the influence it continues to exert on the arts and culture, 
MacDowell chose the Bernhardt Fudyma Design Group to create a distinctive new imprimatur that would      
        invigorate the look of the Colony’s many communication materials and present a more contemporary    
            and dynamic depiction of the organization and its mission for the centennial year  - and beyond.

* The following are a few of the artists and the projects they worked on at the Colony:
James Baldwin Giovanni’s Room • Leonard Bernstein Mass • Aaron Copland Billy the Kid • E.L. Doctorow Billy Bathgate  
Spalding Gray Impossible Vacation • Benny Andrews various paintings • DuBose and Dorothy Heyward Porgy and Bess   
Oscar Hijuelos The Mambo Kings Play Songs of Love • Alice Sebold The Lovely Bones • Studs Terkel Division Street  
Wendy Wasserstein Third • Thornton Wilder Our Town

CoNTExT

A National Historic Landmark and listed  
on the National Register of Historic Places, 

the Colony is open to the public only one  
day a year for the presentation of the  

Edward MacDowell Medal.



Previously, the MacDowell Colony used different staff members and outside design consultants to produce 
their various materials when the need arose. With no established graphic identity, other than a standard 
typesetting of their logo, the result was a visually unrelated array of newsletters, annual reports, brochures, 
announcements and fund raising appeals with no branding consistency.

Upon review of these materials and their multivariate characteristics, it became clear that our approach would 
have to focus on developing a new branding system that was flexible enough to accommodate numerous 
formats and features, and enable any single component to function as a stand-alone entity. At the same time, 
that component had to maintain sufficient genetic similarity to work in combination with all of the Colony’s 
other materials to reinforce a cohesive brand image.

Our solution was an elegant combination of typography, imagery and a simple protocol for their arrangement.

THE SITUATIoN
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We also developed an icon that  
was to embellish the new wordmark 

 - and their existing logo - for 
the centennial year, but could be 
eliminated in the future without 

creating visual imbalance.

The tagline also evolved slightly 
beyond the anniversary.

NAME DRoPPING

CoNTExT

SoLUTIoN

In our initial discussions with the Colony’s directors, communications team and other stakeholders we noticed that, instead of 
using the Colony’s full name, everyone referred to it simply as ‘MacDowell’. Using this appellation, we created a bold, graphic 
wordmark which became the visual keystone for all future communications.



All imagery used on brochure covers, posters, advertising, press kits, invitations and the like was to consist of the 3 subjects 
that symbolize what makes MacDowell the remarkable organization that it is:

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A SToRY
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CoNTExT

SoLUTIoN

1. Scenes of the Colony environs,  
its details or characteristics

2. Colony artists at work  

3. Representations of the creative 
output produced at the Colony



A simple, scalable underlying grid, based on the proportions of the MacDowell wordmark, became the armature for governing 
page delineations and placement of graphics, and provided the overall organizing principle of the new branding system. 
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ESTABLISHING THE FRAMEWoRK

CoNTExT

SoLUTIoN

The MacDowell wordmark can be 
placed in numerous positions in either 

horizontal or vertical orientations.

2 Units 3 Units



When possible, components with wrap-around covers that used the horizontal wordmark were to utilize the grid to 
feature one of each type of image. Other items with a vertically oriented wordmark would consist of only 2 images 
(or an image and a clear field).

PUTTING THE BRAND ELEMENTS ToGETHER

CoNTExT

SoLUTIoN

APPLICATIoN
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ARCHITECTS | CoMPoSERS | FILMMAKERS | INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTISTS | PLAYWRIGHTS | VISUAL ARTISTS | WRITERS

www.macdowellcolony.org

< Back Cover Front Cover >

The ArtistThe ColonyThe Art

We also suggested listing all of the disciplines supported by the Colony on each component, which helped MacDowell 
clarify and reinforce its mission:

ARCHITECTS | COMPOSERS | FILMMAKERS | INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTISTS | PLAYWRIGHTS | VISUAL ARTISTS | WRITERS
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With the graphic system parameters established, we began to produce components for immediate use in their 
centennial year. The goal was to create a ‘critical mass’ of items that would illustrate various applications of the new 
brand identity and its potential for adaptation and extrapolation.
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PUTTING THE BRAND ELEMENTS ToGETHER Continued

CoNTExT

SoLUTIoN

APPLICATIoN



PUTTING THE BRAND ELEMENTS ToGETHER  Continued
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Materials were also created to demonstrate how the underlying grid could be used to inform the physical 
structure of components such as press kits, or accommodate different types and volumes of content 
throughout the interiors of documents.

CoNTExT

SoLUTIoN

APPLICATIoN

marks the Centennial of The MacDowell Colony, the nation’s first artist residency program and a model for hundreds of others.

Since its founding, MacDowell has awarded thousands of Fellowships, ranging from two weeks to two months, to creative artists of 

exceptional talent. Each accepted applicant receives uninterrupted time and a private workspace in a dynamic community of artists 

from different disciplines, enabling them to reflect, experiment, and collaborate with one another. This simple formula, conceived by 

founders Edward and Marian MacDowell as a way to support our most talented artists, has had a profound impact. Works conceived 

and created at MacDowell go on to be published, exhibited, and performed around the world. Many Colony Fellows have become 

pivotal figures in American culture, their works among our treasured icons. In 2007, through events as diverse and varied as those who 

come to work at MacDowell, we proudly share the residency experience and the art it inspires.

As MacDowell celebrates, we salute also our partners in the creative process — the talented artists who embrace risk to push the 

boundaries of human expression; the concert halls and stages, galleries and publishers that offer an array of creative work; and the 

audiences themselves who open their minds to appreciate and be enriched by art.

Edward and Marian MacDowell’s vision for the arts as a national value is a legacy worthy of our collective support, for what better 

expresses a society’s vitality than how it values artistic freedom? We invite you to join us in this celebration of creativity in America.

Robert MacNeil
Chairman, The MacDowell Colony

“ The best things in life are not things but transformative ideas and emotions 
— the very currency of art and the amazing output of The MacDowell 
Colony.”  — filmmaker and MacDowell board member Ken Burns

Freedom to Create
THE MACDoWELL CoLoNY CELEBRATES 100 YEARS oF CREATIVITY IN AMERICA
www.macdowellcolony.org/centennial

2007

ON THE COVER: Kevin Norton composes for percussion, violin, cello and double bass in Chapman Studio; 
The MacDowell Colony Amphitheatre.

Compatible font families were specified for all text but no specific color palette 
was defined, as accent colors were to be chosen to complement those in the 
photographs being used.



To energize the impact of their bi-annual newsletter, we redesigned it from a standard 8.5” x 11” magazine format 
to a tabloid size newspaper that enabled more dramatic page layouts and larger images.
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June marks the halfway point 

of MacDowell’s Centennial celebration. 

With six more months to go, we thought it 

an opportune time to look back at the last 

six months. They have been active ones. 

From the “time-capsule” presentation of the 

Colony’s archives at the Library of Congress 

in Washington to the debut of Seasons of 

MacDowell at the Museum of Modern Art 

in New York in May, the first half of the 

Colony’s anniversary has been like the year 

itself: an exciting study of MacDowell’s gen-

esis and its unfolding future. 

It’s hard not to be aware of the Colony’s 

continuum and the power of its message this 

year: giving artists freedom to create. What 

that freedom has allowed our culture is told 

in an exhibit case at the Library of Congress 

— where one can see evidence of a young 

James Baldwin laboring on Giovanni’s Room 

in his New Hampshire studio in 1954 — and 

among a quartet of commissioned films by 

four contemporary filmmakers screened in 

New York at MoMA.

What emerges, what grips the culture, what 

lasts — these are questions that time may 

best answer (and MacDowell has provided 

many of those answers), but at the Colony, 

there has only ever been one important 

question. To paraphrase Marian MacDowell: 

How do we “prevent the non-writing of the 

great poem”? 

MacDowell Chairman Robert MacNeil — who 

delivered a riveting Nancy Hanks Lecture 

in March in Washington — explains that 

MacDowell and the places that honor  

intellectual freedom answer that question 

profoundly. Not only because such places 

encourage great poetry — and great film, 

great music, great architecture — but also 

because it’s typically in art where the seem-

ingly endless and sometimes polar worlds of 

today find a common one.

Reprinted here in full is MacNeil’s speech 

“out of the Disenlightenment.” It is joined by 

a recap of the Centennial events that have 

made the first half of 2007 so memorable.

Enjoy!

As with many of you, I’m sure, my life has been profoundly shaped by the arts, from when I was a small boy being read to from 
Robert Louis Stevenson and Dickens, to today in our apartment in New York, where bookshelves overflow onto the floor, to every 
horizontal surface, so that to eat in the dining room we have to first clear books off the table.

Encounters with certain books, certain pieces of music, certain paintings have been transformative, life-enhancing experiences. 
Some encounters with the arts have been practical, like putting me through college and, after several serendipitous accidents, 
providing me with a career. That career, journalism, for decades led me away from art’s metaphorical truths and along the paths of 
literalism. But in later years I have been trying — like a hang glider on a hilltop seeking the right puff of wind — hoping for a little 
metaphorical lift to my writings. That labored metaphor probably tells its own tale.

When I was young, several first encounters with works of art were transformative. On my 16th birthday in Canada, my father — a 
sailor with a deep love of literature and music — gave me Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue. It was a 78 album with Oscar Levant at the 
piano and the Paul Whiteman Orchestra. My father must have known me better than I suspected because the effect on me was 
electrifying. I think that music subconsciously implanted the conviction that, despite all the British conditioning of my Nova Scotia 
upbringing, something deep in me was American — 50 years before I actually became a citizen. Gershwin’s music seemed to know 
who I was better than I knew. From the opening clarinet riff (I know from the Leonard Garment lecture here that it’s called a 
glissando), to the lush and orgasmic finale, my mind was opened to possibilities I had not dreamt of but innately recognized. I was 
moved by the impertinence, the humor, the mockery of convention, the independence, the freedom, the romance, and the irresistible 
tunefulness of Gershwin, all driven by the intoxicating jazz rhythms. All very American.

In college, I had a similar experience on encountering T.S. Eliot’s The Wasteland, the same sense of awakening, of being transported 
into the modern world. Like the music, Eliot’s words had the power to create in me an ache of recognition for emotions I had yet to 
feel in reality, of nostalgia for losses I had not suffered, a strong emotional undertow pulling me into situations that were entirely fictional 
yet seemingly quite familiar.

The third such flash of recognition occurred when my senior high school class was taken to see Laurence Olivier’s filmed Hamlet. 
Until then Shakespeare had been like the sawdust used to stuff old-fashioned dolls — much of it had leaked out. But this Hamlet 
seemed to enter the very pores of my being. I felt as though a giant hand had moved me many squares forward on the board of life. I 
knew much of what Hamlet was feeling — what late adolescent does not? But who has ever put it so exquisitely to himself? How 
weary, flat, stale and unprofitable seem to me all the uses of this life. I went back to school, grabbed the text, and effortlessly, it seemed, 
memorized all the soliloquies, including those Olivier left out of the film. I fancied myself something of an actor in school plays  
and could not wait to strut my stuff in Shakespeare. That chance came at college, and although a critic said my legs in green tights 
looked like two limp asparagus, a producer from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation offered me work acting in live radio drama. 
Acting on the radio led to work as an announcer, then to TV — and put me though the rest of college.

I did not know Nancy Hanks but a friend, Bob Kotlowitz, who served on the 
literature panel, said, “All she had to do was walk into the room and we were 
electrified by her presence.” Considering her lasting impact on the arts in 
America, she was a national treasure, and I am honored to be asked to speak 
in the lectures that bear her name.Disenlightenment

Out of the

From left to right: Board member and actress Jane Alexander, who introduced Robert MacNeil at the Nancy Hanks Lecture; Executive  
Director Cheryl Young and composer/performer anthony davis; and speaker Robert MacNeil with Americans for the Arts President Bob Lynch.

THE NANCY HANKS LECTURE AS DELIVERED BY ROBERT MACNEIL 
SPONSORED BY AMERICANS FOR THE ARTS

Continued on page 12
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DoCUMENTING THE NEW BRAND SYSTEM

The ultimate goal was to turn over the design of all Colony communications to their staff who could then direct 
the creation of future materials more consistently - no matter who produced them.
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Easy to follow guidelines were created in PDF format 
to enable electronic distribution or the printing of hard 
copies as necessary.



THE RESULT
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“The work of MacDowell is not always easy to explain, which can make it challenging to gain support for 
our organization and mission. Bernhardt Fudyma listened closely to what we were saying about ourselves 
and updated our look with beautiful and compelling new materials that convey what we do and why it  
matters. Their breadth of experience and professionalism was invaluable and there was no question we 
were getting the best advice and talent.”

Cheryl Young
ExECUTIVE DIRECTOR



WHAT ABoUT YoU
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The Bernhardt Fudyma Design Group creates branding and graphic solutions for organizations in transition –  
whether due to acquisitions or mergers, expansion into new markets, or the need for increased visibility or  
differentiation in existing markets.  Each brand identity project we’ve encountered has inspired the client to move  
beyond business as usual and the results can be invigorating.

We look forward to helping you do the same.

To learn more about this and other brand positioning and identity systems created by Bernhardt Fudyma, contact  
Craig Bernhardt:

Craig@bfdg.com
212.889.9337


